Judaism

The aim of this little book is to present in
brief outline some of the leading
conceptions of the religion familiar since
the Christian Era under the name
Judaism.The word Judaism occurs for the
first time at about 100 B.C., in the
Graeco-Jewish literature. In the second
book of the Maccabees (ii. 21, viii. 1),
Judaism signifies the religion of the Jews
as contrasted with Hellenism, the religion
of the Greeks. In the New Testament (Gal.
i. 13) the same word seems to denote the
Pharisaic system as an antithesis to the
Gentile Christianity. In Hebrew the
corresponding noun never occurs in the
Bible, and it is rare even in the Rabbinic
books. When it does meet us, _Jahaduth_
implies the monotheism of the Jews as
opposed to the polytheism of the heathen.

Judaism does not regard violence and war to promote justice as always wrong. It accepts that certain kinds of war will
be ethically justified, andBritish Jews are asking Do we have a future? says outgoing president of board of deputies.
Published: . Jeremy Corbyns views could driveAn encyclopedia of information about Judaism, Jewish practices,
holidays, people and beliefs. For beginners, intermediate or advanced readers.Find out more about the history of
Judaism, including videos, interesting articles, pictures, historical features and more. Get all the facts on .Blue in
Judaism is used to symbolise divinity, because blue is the color of the sky and sea. It can also represent equilibrium,
since its hue suggests a shadeJudaism is one of the oldest monotheistic religions and was founded over 3500 years ago in
the Middle East. Jews believe that God appointed the Jews to be his chosen people in order to set an example of holiness
and ethical behaviour to the world.Visit our Judaism section to learn more about Jewish ways and Jewish words, read a
Rabbis answers to your questions, read features on Judaism and more.In Judaism, God has been conceived in a variety
of ways. According to the rationalist stream of Judaism articulated by Maimonides, which later came to - 6 min Uploaded by Tom DriscollBrief overview of Judaism featuring Mr. Cole Anderson (our Judaism expert)!Judaism is the
first Abrahamic religion. Due to their overwhelming refusal over the centuries to convert to either of the other two
Abrahamic faiths ChristianityFull coverage about Judaism. What do you think Judaism advocates, that we live for G-d
or that we die for G-d?Rabbi Lazer Gurkow, Yesterday, 4:21 AMThe first section of this article treats the history of
Judaism in the broadest and most complete sense, from the early ancestral beginnings of the Jewish people toJudaism is
the worlds oldest Abrahamic religion. There are about 15 million followers who are called Jews. It is the oldest
monotheistic religion, teaching the belief in one God. Both Christianity and Islam have similarities with Judaism.
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